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What words start with the letter …..?
(pictures on the next page)
What you need:











All the letters in your alphabet. I used the frame 3,5x5 cm. and used a font called Skriftis Grun but
Century Gothic or other font that has letters like the children learn can also be used. Make sure
that the letters almost fill out the frame. I used Word Art to get the letters like I wanted.
A4 carton paper in a light color as thick as the printer and the laminator machine can handle
Laminator machine and plastic
Scissors
Glue
White A2 carton and the same size of thicker carton (You can also use a tablet for whiteboard
markers or just big paper and write on it.
Book covering plastic
Whiteboard markers
Basket for the letters

What to do:



Make the letters in the computer, print them, cut and in plastic and then through the laminator
machine. Cut again.
If you want to make your own board to write the words on you glue the A2 carton on the thicker
paper and cover it with book covering plastic. Make holes in both ends on the top and put a string
in them so you can hang this on the wall.

The game:




The children take their turns in taking one letter at a time and then they find all the words they can
think of that starts with this letter.
The teacher writes the words on the tablet and the game goes on until the tablet is full.
In the end you read all the words and let the children see them

Note:


I did this with a very big group of 4 and 5 years old and they liked it a lot but I think a smaller group
is better f.e. 10 children at the most. Some of the kids stood for a long time looking at all the words
and were trying to read them.
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